
HOTARU is the world’s first 
multi-spectral (Thermal, Infra Red) safety strobe beacon For 

Hunters, Rescue teams, Extreme Sport and Law enforcement.

Simultaneous Multi-Spectral 
strobe.
Omni directional. 
Repetition rate: 1 Hz.

Active strobe applications 
for safety in hunting, hiking, 
trekking and rescue forces.

LWIR (White Hot), Distance: 400m

Hotaru on Hotaru off

The small size and light  
weight makes it ideal for 
head mount, torso, tripod or 
backpack.

OPERATION MODE APPLICATIONS FORM FACTOR

Smaller, lighter, affordable, and more powerful

SPECIFICATIONS

Operating time 5 Hrs (continuous)

Power source 3.7V rechargeable battery

Mounting Head mount, torso, backpack, 
vehicle, handheld

Dimensions 4.18 x 2.61 x 1.8" / 106.4 x 66.5 x 
48 mm

Weight 0.44 lbs / 200 gr

Waterproof rating I.P. 67

Applications Sports, emergency services, 
safety training and hunting, 
boats identification, 
police forces

info@polarisolutions.com
www.polarisolutions.com
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PRODUCT FEATURES

JAG HIDE

intended use

patterns

Multiple  usage

rajuga Invisible Invincible

made in
israel

Backpack cover
Poncho
Personal Hide
Team OP: combine few Jag Hides 
and our Infrastructure Kit for a rapid 
set up!
Concealment and Shelter: can be 
used as a sandbag
Medical usage: splinter, stretcher, 
thermal blanket etc 

Our foremost versatile and modular
concealment product.
Full coverage for all mission sets, 
from raids to recon, suitable for both 
personal and OP’s.
Made out of our unique TVC 
multispectral concealment substance.
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SIZE WEIGHT S\N

TVC50LL 300 180X100 cm 850 gr 9002-0062

TVC50XL 300 200X125 cm 1250 gr 9002-0069

TVC50XXL 300 250X125 cm 1550 gr 9002-0063

TVC50XXXL 
300

3mX1.25m 1.864 kg 9002-0097

TVC100XXXL 
300

3mX1.25m 2.796 kg 9002-0079

JAG HIDE 

f i r view
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ARMADILLO
ARMADILLO is a customizable concealment 
kit for any vehicle or platform in motion.
The kit parts are made out of our unique
TVC multispectral concealment substance.  
Enabling the user to blend into the 
environment without being detected.
TVC conceals objects in the Visual, IR and
FIR wavelengths.

SPEC

Dimensions: customizable for any platform
Weight: 1.9kg, 5.8lbs

PARTS

2-SIDED COLORATION

The TVC can be printed on each side to 
resemble the coloration of a specific or 
general AOR. We developed a digitized 
coloration technique that can generate any 
color pattern from basic color. 
This enables us to rapidly develop 
customizable camouflage patterns.

Various panels according to the 
platform silhouette
Connection to the platform by rapid 
release elements
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